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Abstract
Distributed systems are immensely complex because they are comprised of many nodes and encompass many data center stack layers (e.g., virtualization, OSes, networks). Diagnosing problems in these complex systems is heavily reliant on developer guesswork to determine the “where and what” of instrumentation: where to enable instrumentation, and what data to gather. Additionally, it is difficult for developers to accurately predict this “where and what” a priori to provide insight into future problems. In our ongoing research, we are creating and evaluating an always-on, just-in-time instrumentation framework called Pythia that makes these “where and what” determinations automatically in a running system. In response to newly-observed problems, Pythia searches through the set of possible instrumentation choices to enable sufficient instrumentation needed to provide visibility into the problem. In this talk, we will present Pythia’s architecture and our current progress.
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